In 1861, William John Little published, "On The Influence of Abnormal Parturition, Difficult Labors, Premature Birth, and Asphyxia Neonatorum, on the Mental and Physical Condition of the Child, Especially in Relation to Deformities," hereafter "Abnormal Parturition," in the Transactions of the Obstetrical Society of London. In the first section, Little assesses the causes and types of deformities that occur before birth, and theorizes how those births affect an infant's likelihood of exhibiting a deformity.

Little defined abnormal births as those involving an atypical maternal or fetal presentation, such as a slow birthing process or a fetus exiting the birth canal feet first rather than head first. In his article, Little published one of the first definitional frameworks to describe a condition causing rigidity and stiffness in the limbs that is often associated with birth-related trauma, which was then called Little's disease, but is now more commonly known as spastic Cerebral Palsy.

Little divides his article into six different broad themes. He starts the article by discussing the different types of deformities infants may develop and the previous background on the topic prior to publication. In the second section, Little explains the requirements needed for the healthy development of the fetus in the womb and what happens if those requirements are not met. In the third section of his article, he explores the theories generated from scientists' dissections of neonates that had died from an abnormal birthing process. Little goes on to talk about his theories on paralysis in neonates in the fifth section. In the last section, Little discusses forty-seven case studies and the common patterns between them.

In the first section, Little asserts there is a difference in neonatal health problems depending on whether the neonate sustains injuries prior to birth, during birth, or after birth. He acknowledges that diseases that arise after birth can often result in disorders specific to the nervous system. For example, reduced infant nutrition can result in deficiencies that can lead to degeneration of the muscles. He then goes on to discuss the purpose of his narrative, which is to show how the birthing process affects the muscular and skeletal structures of the fetus. Little notes that prior to the publication of his paper in 1861, the science of studying the causes and effects of disease was much different. At that time in the 1820s, deformities were obscure to physicians and researchers since they did not have generally recognized causes.

In the second section, Little describes the usual birthing process. He states that while in the womb, the fetus is subjected to what Little calls a deep sleep, with evidence of limb movement and a heartbeat at certain developmental stages. Little describes how the fetus needs oxygen, which it receives through the pregnant woman's placenta. The placenta is an organ present in the uterus during pregnancy that provides oxygen and nutrients to the fetus. He discusses the growth of the fetus, including the development of the muscles and the brain, which allows for voluntary functions such as the movement of the limbs.

Little states that when the neonate does not quickly breathe on its own after delivery, there may be effects like stillbirth or suspended animation, the latter of which can lead to long-term deformities. While most definitions of suspended animation describe it as chemically-induced, Little's definition of suspended animation is a temporary disruption in most vital functions, which generally does not lead to death. However, Little indicates that just a few moments with no respiration can cause a lasting injury for the infant, so medical intervention may be necessary. Little then goes on to state that he has recorded the connection between suspended animation at birth and physical and mental impairments that come later in the infant's life. If there is no correction to the lack of respiration, the physical condition of the infant will deteriorate, and the infant will ultimately suffocate and die.

In the third section, Little goes on to discuss the forms of abnormal birth he identifies as causing mental and physical disorders. Little writes that, if a neonate experiences an abnormal birth, physicians must provide immediate attention following the birth. He states that care is especially important due to the fact that in every pregnancy, the neonate is already subject to what he calls partial suffocation. Little states that immediate attention to infants born abnormally may enable the physicians to fix the complications sooner, resulting in a decreased neonatal mortality rate.

In the fourth section, Little notes that previous physicians had dissected infants who were dead at birth. The dissections enabled researchers to note abnormalities in the body after an abnormal birth that resulted in neonatal death. Little notes that there were many instances in which those researchers found spots and bruises that appeared on the neonates' lungs and skin. Little notes that when blood filled the vessels and sinuses of the brain in stillborn neonates, due to insufficient respiration through the umbilical pressure, the researchers noted a leakage of blood and brain matter around the spine. Little notes that the findings of the researchers Hecker and Weber supported his theory that a neonate does not have to sustain significant injury to die, and many of the neonates included in Hecker and Weber's studies had not sustained particularly traumatic births.

In the fifth section, Little describes the symptoms exhibited by forty-seven neonates who were born through abnormal births. Little mentioned adverse neonatal effects affecting the limbs, including paralysis, or the loss of the ability to move, and what he calls spasticity, or a condition where the muscles in certain parts of the body move continuously. He used the results found by Hecker and Weber to conclude that both a traumatic or non-traumatic birth can affect the surfaces of the neonate's chest, brain, and spinal cord, which can in turn cause paralysis and spasticity. For spasticity specifically, he notes that the contractions usually occurred in the lower extremities, especially the hips, knees, and ankles. Little notes that the neonates born from abnormal births often had a hard time standing and walking, and often could not walk alone until ages three and four, while some never walked at all.

In the last section of the article, Little summarizes the forty-seven case studies that he examined on neonates born from abnormal births. While observing cases, he documented spastic rigidity in each one. Little states that the spastic movements, or convulsions, were often caused by excessive pressure on the neonate's head during a very long labor, leading to a form of suffocation. The pressure on the neonate's head during the birthing process could have affected its blood pressure and, in turn, resulted in convulsions, Little explains. He then presents a theory that most of the deformities that resulted from abnormal birth resulted from head trauma, specifically that which affects the neonate's brain. The head trauma can be caused from pressure as previously discussed, violence, oxygen deprivation, and umbilical cord trauma, among other reasons. He finishes the article by stating that he hoped that the article unraveled information regarding the relationship between abnormal birth with deformities and disorders, and he anticipates the use of the knowledge provided to promote treatment for people with those disorders.
In the article, Little uses information from forty-seven case studies to support his stance that abnormal births oftentimes cause deformities. One of the conditions Little described throughout the article involved adverse neurological symptoms as a result of partial suffocation during delivery. Shortly after the publication of "Abnormal Parturition," that condition became known as Little’s disease, and was one of the first documented descriptions of what is modernly known as spastic Cerebral Palsy. As of 2021, spastic Cerebral Palsy affects nearly eighty percent of people with a diagnosis of Cerebral Palsy according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. That specific form of Cerebral Palsy can exhibit a wide range of symptoms, but generally involve muscle stiffness, difficulties maintaining balance, decreased reflexes, and jerky, repeated movements.
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